
A LEGACY OF SUSTAINABILITY
For generations, lobstermen, lawmakers and scientists have worked together to build 

one of the most sustainable fisheries in the world and protect the lobster resource. 
See the innovations lobstermen developed and enacted with lawmakers to help better 

sustain the lobster resource and marine environments. 
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Year-round minimum size limits 
were set, protecting juvenile lobsters 

A double gauge law was enacted to 
establish both a minimum and maximum 
size limit for catching lobster, protecting 
juveniles and large breeding stock 

The “V-Notch” law was put into effect 
where lobstermen would cut a notch 
on egg-bearing female lobsters to mark 
her as a good breeder – a practice 
that was already widely used by 
lobstermen. The law made it illegal to 
possess a notched lobster, protecting 
breeding females for life.  

The ‘Zone Management’ law was 
passed, setting a statewide limit to the 
number of traps each license holder 
is allowed to fish and requiring an 
apprenticeship for new lobstermen 
wishing to enter the fishery. 

Harvesting egg-bearing female 
lobsters was outlawed 

Escape vents were implemented 
to allow undersize lobsters to escape 
from traps resulting in less handling 
of immature lobsters 

Removed all surface float rope from the 
water and weakened links to allow for 
right whales to break free in the event 
they come in contact with Maine gear

Marked gear to identify origins in 
case of issues

Replaced 27,000 miles of floating 
ground line with whale-safe sinking line

Required minimum traps per buoy line 
to reduce vertical lines in the water

Marked all vertical lines with 
Maine-specific indicators

Implemented seasonal closures

Converted all gear to include weak 
links and weak rope

LEARN MORE ABOUT PROACTIVE MEASURES MAINE LOBSTERMEN HAVE PUT IN PLACE 
AT LOBSTERFROMMAINE.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

Due to concerns over the endangered North Atlantic right whales, lobstermen 
have worked with environmentalists and legislators to proactively make changes 

to protect the species. 

North Atlantic 
Right Whale Protection 


